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Selection of short stories about school, college and home schooling. High-e-language English texts, mostly under 1,000 words, all with worksheets and ideas for teachers in class, for use with intermediate and advanced EFL/ESL Short Story: The Car - with interactive worksheet - a short story from the UK, in English level
advanced level (C1 level - 950 words) Short story: Blue Gum Tree - short story from New Zealand (B2 level - 850 - 900 words) Short Story: Lucky Jim - with 4 interactive exercises - original short story from the US (C1 level - 800-850 words) For Elise - Original short story from the US (B2 level ~1150 words) A few good
reasons - with interactive worksheet - Original short story from the US (B2 level ~ 950 words ) © Unless otherwise stated, short stories listed on this page are protected by copyright - Linguapress and individual authors. Teachers, writers? Do you have a short story you want us to publish? If so, let us know Short Stories
should be your own © original work. Linguapress is also interested in publishing good short stories by established writers whose works are in the public domain, and welcomes suggestions. To be in the public domain, the works must be by a writer who died more than 70 years ago. Linguapress; At home Découvrez
l'Angleterre (en français) Discover Britain In our busy, busy life, we may not always have time to sit down and read a book. - No, it's okay! If you don't have time to read a book, you can always read a short story (or 12). Many short stories are great for learning English. They are not only quickly read, but also interesting
and often quite funny. Many of them are loved by children, as well as by adults. What I have here today is a list of very short English stories that will only take a few minutes of your time to read. I've included old classic stories, bedtime stories and stories with morality (lessons) that have been passed down for generations.
For each story, I have highlighted one or two language structures or words that may be of interest to you. But before we get to this list, let's look at how very short English stories can help you learn English faster, and what language structures you should pay attention to when you read them. Ready? Let's get started.
How to include very short English stories in your routine reading book, especially if it is in a foreign language, can take a lot of time and effort - things you may not have much if you work, go to college or have a family. Sometimes all you have is maybe 10-15 minutes between classes or while you're waiting for a friend.
This may not be enough time to read the chapter in a book, but it is definitely enough time for a very short English 600 words or less. Yes, you can fit a very short English story in these few minutes because they are so fast Read. Just a few lines or paragraphs, and you'd have learned a new word or a new grammatical
structure that you didn't know before. How cool, isn't it? When you read very short English stories, you should take care of several things: vocabulary and word use: No matter how short the story is, it always provides opportunities to learn new words. So look for new and interesting words that you may have seen before
and notice how and where they are used in a sentence. Grammar: Short English stories may seem simple, but there are many you can learn even from a few short paragraphs. You will be surprised by what they can teach you about how grammar works in different situations, how the dozens are used and how sentences
are built. Idioms and phrases: Do you see any familiar idioms or phrases? Any word on you? Look for useful new phrases and words, meanings, and add them to your practice list. I hope you have a list! Sleepy Teacher (85 words) It's a funny tale about a teacher who likes to go down every day. Read the story to find out
what his disciples did to him. Sample dictionary: Nap — Short sleep, which is taken during the day. On hot afternoons or after a hard lunch, you may feel sleepy and want to take a nap. Has it ever happened to you? The Shepherd Boy and the Wolf (111 words) It's a popular story that teaches children a lesson about what
happens when they lie. The moral here is that no one would believe a liar (someone who lies) even when they have told the truth. Sample vocabulary: Pay attention to his cries — to pay attention to his cries for help. Two travelers (Video) This is the story of two travelers who found an axe while walking through the forest.
Watch and read this story to find out what happened next. And if you like this one, you'll love FluentU! FluentU makes real videos such as music videos, ads, news and inspiring conversations and turns them into learning English. Unlike traditional applications, FluentU uses a natural approach that helps you facilitate
english language and culture over time. You will learn English as spoken in real life. FluentU has a variety of appealing videos such as popular shows, music videos and fun ads, as you can see here: FluentU makes it really easy to watch English videos because it has interactive captions. This means you can tap any
word to see an image, definition, and useful examples. For example, when you tap the word submitted, you see this: Learn all the words in each quiz video. Swipe left or right to see more examples of the word you're learning. Best of all, FluentU monitors the vocabulary you study and recommends you and videos based
on the words you've already learned. Each learner has even if they use the same video. You can start using FluentU on the website with your PC or tablet or, even better, download the app from iTunes or Google Play stores. Sample dictionary: Come — It's a phraseorah verb that means to see or find something by
accident. Rabbit and tortois (135 words) This is another favorite for children, but it can also be a good reminder for many adults. The lesson in this story is that if you keep striving for your goal, you'il succeed even if the odds are against you. Sample dictionary: Agree to the proposal – agree to the proposal. This
expression can be used in official English to sound more professional. Ant and Grasshopper (144 words) This is another great story for children and adults. The moral is that those who save during the good times will get to reap the benefits when the weather is bad. Sample dictionary: Corn ear — maize, which includes
the seeds and the outer structure of the leaf. Here is another collective noun for corn: a field of corn - a field or land where maize is grown. Emily's Secret (187 words) It's a story about a little girl with a big secret she can't tell about. It is written in very basic English with simple vocabulary and short sentences. Sample
dictionary: Do you know the word used to describe someone who can't read and write? If you answer illiterately, you're right! Illiterate — This adjective applies to someone who cannot read or write. Love is in the air (277 words) This modern story is written in simple English and speaks of a young lady who is afraid (think
of with anxiety or fear) going to her family's annual barbecue. Sample dictionary: Vegetarian — A person who does not eat meat. Have you ever heard the word vegetarian? Vegan - vegan is also vegetarian, but stricter. What's the difference between a vegetarian and a vegetarian? The vegetarian does not eat meat, but
can be fine with eggs or dairy products such as milk and cheese. However, the vegan does not eat meat, eggs or dairy products, nor does it use products that come from animals such as fur. Likable (333 words) In this very short English story, the author describes how pleasant (easy to like) character is. The interesting
part is the many questions the author asks about her individuality. Although the story is short, there are quite difficult words here, so there is a dictionary convenient for this one. Sample dictionary: Why can the word be used in this sentence? These could be strangers, they could be people she loves... Maybe it's a modal
verb that shows opportunity. The writer talks about a group of people, but he's not sure who they are. Here, the use of the word may indicate that they may be strangers, or and friends. Miracles (369 words) This is a beautiful contemporary story that describes a group of children gathering around their father to watch the
little spiders hatch from their eggs. But history gets a different meaning as it nears the end. What do you think happened? Sample dictionary: Let's put our noses to it (the jar) — Get so close to the jar that your nose is almost touched. Royal servant (395 words) In this story, an old man persuades an African king to dig
some wells in his village when their water flows dry. Read the story to understand the clever (smart) words he uses to get the king to do what he wants. Sample Dictionary: Do you know what this expression means? - This has nothing to do with blood or veins. It just means that people were very creepy. White Wing: The
Tale of pigeons and the Hunter (505 words) This is one of my favorites: an Indian story that was originally written in Sanskrit (ancient language). It teaches us that what we can't do on our own may be possible if we work as a team. Sample dictionary: Let's look at the plural wood and how it is different from the singular.
Forests — A small forest or a piece of land covered with trees. There's no form for that word. It is always used in plural. We'il fly her to the city, past these woods. Wood — the trunk or branch of a tree that is prepared to carry out a fire or furniture. There is no plural form for this word. It is always used in the singular. My
new dining table is made of wood. Geese and Fig (600 words) Here's another Indian story with morality. This one tells us why we would be wise to take into account the advice of someone older and more experienced than us. Sample dictionary: Not all plural nouns are formed by adding -s or -es at the end. Here is a
noun plural, which is formed by replacing the double vowels -oo- in the singular with -ee-: Goose (singular) / geese (plural) Can you think of other noun plurals that are shaped in the same way? Tooth / teeth, legs / legs. Bravo! I hope these very short English stories are interesting and fun to read. More importantly, I hope
you learned something from each of them. For additional speaking practice, try reading them aloud or telling them to someone in your own words. Until next time, keep practicing! If you liked this post, something tells me you'll love FluentU, the best way to learn English with real videos. The experience of English
immersion online! Online!
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